
SEX AND THE VICTORIAN CITY 
ENGL 4435 • FALL 2021 

 
Dr. Nora Gilbert (she/her)                 Tu/Th 12:30 – 1:50 pm  
nora.gilbert@unt.edu                  Crumley Park/Remote 
              

 
Course description:  
 
In this course, we will consider the social and cultural connections between two of the major 
preoccupations of the Victorian era: urbanization and sexuality. At the same time that the Victorians 
witnessed the rapid expansion and modernization of their city centers—especially London, the most 
populous city in the world throughout the period—there was also what Michel Foucault has 
described as “a veritable discursive explosion” on the subject of sex. Concerns about the increasing 
noise, crowding, pollution, disease, and decadence of city life were often raised in tandem with 
discussions of shifting attitudes toward sex and gender. The modern city was, in other words, 
perceived to be a uniquely sexualized space, in ways that were (to the Victorians) both disturbing and 
exhilarating. The fictions, films, and historical accounts we will read and view in this class together 
will explore this interconnected set of phobias and desires. 
 
Readings (please read the listed edition if possible; all are on course reserve at Willis Library): 
 
Elizabeth Gaskell, Mary Barton (Oxford World Classics edition, ISBN: 9780199538355) 
Margaret Harkness, A City Girl (Broadview edition, ISBN: 9781554812707) 
Edith Johnstone, A Sunless Heart (Broadview edition, ISBN: 9781551117416) 
Richard Marsh, The Beetle (Broadview edition, ISBN: 9781551114439) 
Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray (Oxford World Classics edition, ISBN: 9780199535989) 
**Copies will be provided of Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde, Sherlock Holmes stories, and other readings 
 
Viewings (all DVDs are on reserve at Chilton Media Library; most are streamable as well): 
 
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1941 version, directed by Victor Fleming) 
The Lodger (1944 version, directed by John Brahm) 
Gaslight (1944 version, directed by George Cukor) 
Tipping the Velvet (2002, directed by Geoffrey Sax) 
Sweeney Todd (2007, directed by Tim Burton) 
Sherlock Holmes film/TV adaptation of your choice 
 
Grade breakdown: 
 
Participation: 15% 
Canvas responses: 25%  
Article explication paper: 10%  
“Big talker” day: 5% 
Midterm paper: 20% 
Final paper/project: 25% 
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Canvas responses: Each week I will be posting two discussion questions to Canvas about the 
week’s readings/viewings. The first question, about the reading or film assigned for Tuesday, will be 
up by Sunday night and you’ll need to post your response to it on Canvas by Tuesday at 11 am. I will 
then read everyone’s responses and bring up some of the points made in them (or questions raised 
in them) during our class discussion that afternoon. The second question, about the reading or film 
assigned for Thursday, will be up by Tuesday night and you’ll need to post your response by 
Thursday at 11 am. Each of your responses will be worth 1% of your final semester grade, adding up 
to a total of 25%. Each of your responses should be a minimum of 4-5 sentences long, and I will 
grade them on the following basis: you’ll get 1 full point for a response that clearly shows you’ve 
done the assigned reading/viewing and are substantively engaging with the question at hand; you’ll 
get 0.5 points for a response that only slightly demonstrates your engagement with the assigned 
reading/viewing and the question at hand, or that is turned in after the 11 am deadline; and you’ll 
get 0 points for a missing response or a response that fails to demonstrate any knowledge of or 
engagement with the texts at hand. This really is, in other words, an “A is for effort” kind of grade; 
as long as you’re reading the assigned texts, watching the assigned films, and taking the questions 
I’m posing to you seriously, you should be able to get 1’s on all of your responses. 
 
Article explication paper: For some of the Canvas discussion questions, I will be pulling passages 
from scholarly articles about the assigned text, and asking you whether you agree with the author’s 
argument about the text or not. All of the articles that I’m pulling these passages from will be posted 
on Canvas, so that anyone who would like to read the full article is able to do so. But each student 
will also be responsible for reading one of the articles in full and writing a 2-3 page explication of 
that article, due on the day that we discuss in class the text the article is about. In this paper, you will 
summarize and evaluate the key points that the author of the article is making, using some brief 
direct quotes from the article itself (properly cited, of course) but putting most of the author’s ideas 
and arguments into your own clear, concise words. At the end of the paper, you must include a final 
paragraph in which you express your opinion of the article: did you, overall, find the author’s 
arguments to be convincing and illuminating, or not so much? Why or why not? Though you will be 
responsible for writing your explication paper entirely on your own, each article will have 2 or 3 
students assigned to it, and I will let you know the name(s) and contact info of the other student(s) 
explicating the same article as you. You are welcome (though not required) to email or talk about the 
article with these classmates to think through it together before you write your individual papers. 
 
“Big talker” day: While I am sympathetic to the fact that some students are, by temperament, 
much bigger talkers in the classroom than other students, I am going to even our conversations out 
a little by assigning each of you one day to be a designated “big talker.” That day will be the day you 
turn in your article explication paper; the idea is that, since you will have read the full article from 
which our Canvas discussion passage was drawn, you will be more knowledgeable about the article’s 
ideas and can share them with the rest of the class. You can choose to prepare two or three 
questions for the class to consider, you can choose to bring up some of the most interesting points 
that the author made in the article (ideas that didn’t come up in the selected Canvas passage), or you 
can choose to make some of your own points about the primary text that we’re discussing. However 
you do it, I want to hear your voice a lot on the day you’re a designated big talker! This is the other 
“A is for effort” grade; as long as you’re taking your job seriously, you’ll do fine on this. 
 
Midterm and final paper/projects: You will write two 4-6 page papers in this class, the first of 
which (due 10/15) must be about one or more of the texts we read/watch in the first half of the 
semester, the second of which (due 12/5) must be on one or more of the texts we read/watch in the 
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second half of the semester. For the second paper, you will also have the option to turn in a creative 
project in lieu of a traditional essay of literary criticism; more detailed instructions for these 
assignments will be provided. 
 
YouTube contextualization videos: Before you begin to read each literary text or watch each film, 
please watch the contextualization video that I will have recorded and posted on a YouTube playlist.  
Each video will introduce you to the author(s) of the text and give you a little bit of the text’s 
production history, reception history, etc. I will not be attaching any kind of grade to your viewing 
of these videos, though I do think that going into each reading and screening with this kind of 
background knowledge will significantly enhance your learning experience. 
 
Office hours/one-on-one communication: If you have questions or concerns that you’d like to 
discuss with me one-on-one, I’ll be holding virtual office hours from 10 am - 12 pm on Wednesdays 
(https://unt.zoom.us/j/87498877427). If that time doesn’t work for you, let me know and we can 
find an alternative time to talk. You are also, of course, welcome to email me at any time with 
questions or concerns and I will always try to reply within 24 hours (except on weekends, when I 
check email less regularly); my preference is for you to email me directly at nora.gilbert@unt.edu as 
opposed to sending a message to me through Canvas. Please also be sure to check your UNT email 
and Canvas accounts very often to make sure you’re seeing all updates and messages from me!  
 
OTHER COURSE POLICIES/RESOURCES (GLOBAL PANDEMIC EDITION) 

Participation/attendance: These are incredibly challenging times for us all. Because of the realities 
of our situation, metrics like attendance and participation will be very different this semester. We, 
obviously, cannot penalize students whose participation or attendance is affected by illness or other 
serious challenges. Even more than usual, this class depends upon mutual good faith, rather than 
carrots and sticks, to make sure you get the most out of it; I am committed to working with you to 
create a rigorous and flexible space for learning. Please do come to as many of our class discussions 
as you can (I honestly believe that you’ll get much more out of the readings and viewings if you give 
yourself the opportunity to think and talk about them with your peers), but please do not attend 
class if you are feeling unwell or if you have recently been in close contact with someone who has 
tested positive for COVID, and please email me to let me know the reason for your absence. 
Any and all absences related to possible illness are considered excused, so long as you contact me 
before the start of class to alert me. Per UNT guidelines: “If you are experiencing any symptoms of 
COVID-19 please seek medical attention from the Student Health and Wellness Center (940-565-
2333 or askSHWC@unt.edu) or your health care provider PRIOR to coming to campus. UNT also 
requires you to contact the UNT COVID Team at COVID@unt.edu for guidance on actions to 
take due to symptoms, pending or positive test results, or potential exposure.” 

Face Coverings: Again, here’s the official UNT policy: “UNT encourages everyone to wear a face 
covering when indoors, regardless of vaccination status, to protect yourself and others from COVID 
infection, as recommended by current CDC guidelines. Face covering guidelines could change based 
on community health conditions.” As you are probably aware, the legal battle over whether 
individual schools and cities/municipalities have the right to mandate masks within their jurisdictions 
is ongoing here in Texas, so official UNT policy might change at any time. In the meantime, all I can 
officially do is encourage you to mask up (and to get vaccinated, if you do not have a medical 
condition that precludes you from doing so), for the sake of your own health and the health of those 
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around you. Some of you may feel more comfortable wearing a face covering when we are seated 
together outside as well, though the risk of transmission is so reduced in outdoor settings (especially 
when social distancing is practiced, as it will be in this class) that outside masking will not be required. 
 
Course modality: This course has been officially approved as a partially remote course, which 
means that up to 49% of our class sessions may be conducted remotely via Zoom. Because I was 
able to reserve the lovely Crumley Park for outdoor learning, we will use that space when the 
weather is nice and hold remote classes when the weather is not so nice (and also, possibly, other 
times as well: if, for example, I or one of my family members should test positive for COVID, and I 
am forced to self-isolate but still feel well enough to teach remotely). Since Texas weather is, as I’m 
sure you all know, very fickle, I will determine 24-48 hours before class whether we will be meeting 
in person or online; for this reason, it is imperative that you get in the habit of checking your UNT 
email address and our course Canvas page on a very regular basis (i.e., at least daily), to make sure 
that you are keeping abreast of course plans. 
  
Outdoor class meetings: UNT’s classrooms have been returned to pre-pandemic arrangements. 
Social distancing is not possible in the classroom to which we were originally assigned. In an effort 
to protect you, I have reserved Crumley Park—an outdoor space on campus—for our class 
meetings. Crumley Park is about an 8-minute walk from the Union, located on the East side of 
Avenue C, between Highland and Maple St. The park features lots of lovely trees and shade, as well 
as different kinds of seating. I’ve purchased a microphone and miniature amp to make sure we have 
no audibility issues. During our first course meeting, we’ll discuss how to arrange the space for our 
needs. I’m hoping we’ll be able to stay relatively cool in the shade, but be sure to dress appropriately 
and prepare for the weather. You may also want to bring a small blanket to sit on, a water bottle, etc. 
If you have a disability or condition that would make sitting on the ground difficult for you, please 
let me know about it and I will make sure that you are able to sit on one of the park benches that are 
available at this location. 
 
Remote class meetings: Whenever we have our class discussion on Zoom, the link for the call will 
be https://unt.zoom.us/j/89964585341?pwd=bHBobWd0ODdwT28rT3hEdVB5d1VLZz09 
(Meeting ID: 899 6458 5341, Passcode: 329889). Though I won’t require you to have your camera 
on during our calls (since I do understand that some people have technological or other reasons why 
that’s not possible), if you are able to have it on I would highly recommend doing so, since I really 
do think remote discussions work better when facial expressions and other body language cues can 
be considered. If you encounter any technological issues that prevent you from participating 
successfully on Zoom, please contact me to let me know. 
 
Class discussion protocols and expectations: In this class we will be dealing on a regular basis 
with issues related to gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, class, disability, religion, and other categories 
of social and personal identification. While there will certainly be room for multiple perspectives and 
opinions in our verbal and written discussions of the course materials, what there will be no room for 
is racism, sexism, classism, ableism, homophobia, transphobia, xenophobia, religious intolerance, or 
any other form of bigotry or hate speech, and I will actively work to foster a classroom environment 
that is welcoming and respectful to all. (Content warning: a number of our assigned texts contain 
either implicitly or explicitly disturbing subject matter, the most prominent of which is sexual 
violence. If you think that any of this material may present a problem for you, please feel free to 
contact me privately to discuss reading options.)  
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Academic Integrity Policy: Academic Integrity Standards and Consequences. According to UNT 
Policy 06.003, Student Academic Integrity, academic dishonesty occurs when students engage in 
behaviors including, but not limited to cheating, fabrication, facilitating academic dishonesty, 
forgery, plagiarism, and sabotage. A finding of academic dishonesty may result in a range of 
academic penalties or sanctions ranging from admonition to expulsion from the University. 

Students with disabilities: UNT makes reasonable academic accommodation for students with 
disabilities. Students seeking accommodation must first register with the Office of Disability 
Accommodation (ODA) to verify their eligibility. If a disability is verified, the ODA will provide a 
student with an accommodation letter to be delivered to faculty to begin a private discussion 
regarding one’s specific course needs. Students may request accommodations at any time; however, 
ODA notices of accommodation should be provided as early as possible in the semester to avoid 
any delay in implementation. Note that students must obtain a new letter of accommodation for 
every semester and must meet with each faculty member prior to implementation in each class. For 
additional information see the ODA website (https://disability.unt.edu/). 
 
Sexual assault prevention: UNT is committed to providing a safe learning environment free of all 
forms of sexual misconduct, including sexual harassment sexual assault, domestic violence, dating 
violence, and stalking. If you or someone you know is experiencing sexual harassment, relationship 
violence, stalking, and/or sexual assault, there are campus resources available to provide support and 
assistance. UNT’s Survivor Advocates can assist a student who has been impacted by violence by 
filing protective orders, completing crime victim’s compensation applications, contacting professors 
for absences related to an assault, working with housing to facilitate a room change where 
appropriate, and connecting students to other resources available both on and off campus. The 
Survivor Advocates can be reached at SurvivorAdvocate@unt.edu or by calling the Dean of 
Students Office at 940-565-2648. Additionally, alleged sexual misconduct can be non-confidentially 
reported to the Title IX Coordinator at oeo@unt.edu or at -940-565-2759. 
 
Student Support Services: UNT provides mental health resources to students to help ensure there 
are numerous outlets to turn to that wholeheartedly care for and are there for students in need, 
regardless of the nature of an issue or its severity. Listed below are several resources on campus that 
can support your academic success and mental well-being:  

• Student Health and Wellness Center (https://studentaffairs.unt.edu/student-health-and-
wellness-center	) 	

• Counseling and Testing Services (https://studentaffairs.unt.edu/counseling-and-testing-
services ) 	

• UNT Care Team (https://studentaffairs.unt.edu/care ) 	
• UNT Psychiatric Services (https://studentaffairs.unt.edu/student-health-and-wellness-

center/services/psychiatry ) 	
• Individual Counseling (https://studentaffairs.unt.edu/counseling-and-testing-

services/services/individual-counseling)	
Other student support services offered by UNT include: 	

• Registrar (https://registrar.unt.edu/registration ) 	
• Financial Aid (https://financialaid.unt.edu/ ) 	
• Student Legal Services (https://studentaffairs.unt.edu/student-legal-services ) 	
• Career Center (https://studentaffairs.unt.edu/career-center ) 	
• Multicultural Center (https://edo.unt.edu/multicultural-center ) 	
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• Counseling and Testing Services (https://studentaffairs.unt.edu/counseling-and-testing-
services ) 	

• Pride Alliance (https://edo.unt.edu/pridealliance ) 	
• UNT Food Pantry (https://deanofstudents.unt.edu/resources/food-pantry ) 	

Academic Support Services: 	
• Academic Resource Center (https://clear.unt.edu/canvas/student-resources ) 	
• Academic Success Center (https://success.unt.edu/asc ) 	
• UNT Libraries (https://library.unt.edu/ ) 	
• Writing Lab (http://writingcenter.unt.edu/ ) 	

	
DISCUSSION SCHEDULE: 
 
8/24: • Prior to class: Read over course syllabus/watch my YouTube video re: syllabus 

• In class: course/student introductions 
 
8/26:  HISTORICAL CONTEXTUALIZATION: 
 • Judith Walkowitz, “Urban Spectatorship,” from City of Dreadful Delight (1992) 
 • Peter Ackroyd, “You Sexy Thing,” from London: The Biography (2000) 
 • James Eli Adams, “Victorian Sexualities” (2014)  
 • Coll Thrush, “The Unhidden City,” from Indigenous London (2016)  
 
8/31: VICTORIAN VIEWS ON SEX: 
 • William Acton, from Prostitution (1857) 

• Josephine Butler, “The Moral Reclaimability of Prostitutes” (1870) 
 • Mona Caird, from “Marriage” (1888) 
 • Anonymous, My Secret Life (excerpted in Steven Marcus, The Other Victorians) (1888) 
 • [Michel Foucault, “We Other Victorians,” from The History of Sexuality (1976)] 
 
9/2: VICTORIAN VIEWS ON THE CITY: 

• Friedrich Engels, from The Conditions of the Working Class in England (1845) 
 • Henry Mayhew, from London Labour and the London Poor (1849-50) 
 • Mary Seacole, from Wonderful Adventures of Mrs. Seacole in Many Lands (1857) 

• Charles Dickens, “Night Walks,” from The Uncommercial Traveler (1860) 
• T. N. Mukharji, “The Indian and Colonial Exhibition,” from A Visit to Europe (1887) 
• [Asa Briggs, “City and Society: Victorian Attitudes,” from Victorian Cities (1965)] 

 
9/7: • George W.M. Reynolds, The Mysteries of London (1844): introduction, preface, and excerpts 

from Ch. 1-19 
• Anonymous, The String of Pearls/Sweeney Todd (1846): introduction and Ch. 1-4 

 
9/9: • Tim Burton, Sweeney Todd (2007) 
 
9/14: • GROUP A: LIBRARY VISIT (Go directly to Willis Library, Room 130 @ 12:30) 

• GROUP B: Discuss Elizabeth Gaskell, Mary Barton (1848), Ch. 1–14, pp. 1–163  
 
9/16: • GROUP B: LIBRARY VISIT (Go directly to Willis Library, Room 130 @ 12:30) 

• GROUP A: Discuss Elizabeth Gaskell, Mary Barton (1848), Ch. 1–14/pp. 1–163  
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9/21: • Mary Barton, Ch. 15-31/pp. 163-305  
 
9/23: • Mary Barton, Ch. 32–38/pp. 305–379 
 

[Article for explicating: Emily Cody, “Grave Matters: Gothic Places and Kinetic Spaces in 
Elizabeth Gaskell’s Mary Barton” (2015)] 

 
9/28: • Margaret Harkness, A City Girl (1884) – read the whole novel by this day 
 
9/30: • A City Girl – read Appendix C and D in Broadview edition, finish discussing novel 
 
 [Article for explicating: Tabitha Sparks, “Working-Class Subjectivity in Margaret Harkness’s  

A City Girl” (2017)] 
 
10/5: • Robert Louis Stevenson, The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1886)  
 
10/7: • Victor Fleming, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1941)  
 
 [Article for explicating: Charles Campbell, “Women and Sadism in Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll  

and Mr. Hyde: City in a Nightmare” (2014)] 
 
10/12: • Judith Walkowitz, “Jack the Ripper,” from City of Dreadful Delight (1992)  

• Peter Ackroyd, introduction to Jack the Ripper and the East End (2008)  
 
• Screening of John Brahm’s The Lodger (1944) in Media Library (go directly to Chilton 111C; 
screening will start @ 12:30 pm sharp, should end by 1:54 pm) 

 
10/14:  • George Cukor, Gaslight (1944) – in-class discussion of Gaslight & The Lodger 

 
10/15:  • Midterm paper due at midnight on Canvas 
 
10/19: • Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray (1890/91), Ch. 1 – 13  
 
10/21: • The Picture of Dorian Gray, Ch. 14 – 20  
 

[Article for explicating: Simon Stern, “Wilde’s Obscenity Effect: Influence and Immorality in 
The Picture of Dorian Gray” (2017)]  

 
10/26: • Arthur Conan Doyle, “A Scandal in Bohemia,” “A Case of Identity,” “The Adventure of  

the Cardboard Box,” “The Adventure of the Abbey Grange” (1891-1904) 
 

 [Article for explicating: Constance Crompton, “Dissimulation and the Detecting Eye:  
Female Masculinity in ‘A Scandal in Bohemia’” (2011)] 

 
10/28: • Film/TV adaptation of Sherlock Holmes – student choice 
 
11/2: • Edith Johnstone, A Sunless Heart (1894), Book I, Ch. I – Book II, Ch. VIII (pp. 31-139) 
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11/4: • A Sunless Heart, Book II, Ch. IX – end (pp. 139-198) + Appendix C, D, and E  
  

[Article for explicating: Elizabeth Neiman, “Painting the Soul: A Complex Legacy of  
Romanticism in Edith Johnstone’s New Woman Novel, A Sunless Heart” (2019)] 

 
11/9: • Richard Marsh, The Beetle (1897), Books I and II (Ch. 1-22/pp. 39–183) 

 
11/11:  • The Beetle, Book III (Ch. 23-31/pp. 184-231) 
 
11/16: • The Beetle, Book IV (Ch. 32-48/pp. 232-322) + Appendix C and D 
 

[Article for explicating: Kristen Davis, “Colonial Syphiliphobia: Sexual Deviance and Disease 
in Richard Marsh’s The Beetle” (2018)] 

 
11/18: • Opening chapters of Sarah Waters, Tipping the Velvet (1998) – handout  
 • Geoffrey Sax, Tipping the Velvet (2002) – Episode 1 
 
11/23: • Tipping the Velvet – Episodes 2 and 3 
 

[Article for explicating: Heather Emmens, “Taming the Velvet: Lesbian Identity in Cultural  
Adaptations of Tipping the Velvet” (2009)] 

 
11/25: • Thanksgiving – NO CLASS 
 
11/30: • Peer workshopping of final paper drafts 
 
12/2: • Class wrap-up 
 
12/5:  • Final paper/project due at midnight on Canvas 
 
 
WEEKLY WORKFLOW  
 
Friday:  Contextualization video for the following week’s assigned text will be up on YouTube;  

watch video before you start reading a new assigned novel or screening an assigned film 
 
Sunday night: Discussion board question #1 (about Tuesday’s assigned text) will be up on Canvas 
 
Tuesday, 11:00 am: Your response to discussion board question #1 is due on Canvas 
 
Tuesday, 12:30 pm – 1:50 pm: Class discussion (@ Crumley Park or on Zoom) 
 
Tuesday night: Discussion board question #2 (about Thursday’s assigned text) will be up on Canvas  
 
Wednesday, 10:00 am – 12:00 pm: Office hours on Zoom  
 
Thursday, 11:00 am: Your response to discussion board question #2 is due on Canvas 
 
Thursday, 12:30 pm – 1:50 pm: Class discussion (@ Crumley Park or on Zoom) 


